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scenario

project details

Accreditation Canada has never had a visual style guide
for its software developers. Web sites, applications, and
visual systems all have inconsistent brand representation,
and inconsistent use of UI patterns and components. The
problem is compounded by staff turnover, especially as
each developer seeks to place their stylistic stamp on their
projects.

My role:

Design Lead

Deliverable:

Visual Style Guide

Devices:

Desktop

As a result, clients perceive Accreditation Canada’s
software ecosystem as visually disjointed, inconsistent (in
terms of use) from one application to the next, and in some
cases, they experience friction due to accessibility issues.
Furthermore, it is a drain on design resources as common
design questions and problems re-occur that all require to
be addressed.

design activities
User Interviews
Prototyping

Interaction Design
UI Design

Visual Design

action
Having had several years of experience as a developer there myself, I was already pretty up to speed on the tools
and platforms they used for development. However, over the years, I had taken a more senior role requiring less
programming work, and then had moved to my UX position a few years prior.
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Thus, it was important to meet with developers to ensure I
was up to speed on the current challenges they faced, but
also to learn more about the team’s future plans around
technologies, projects, programming languages, etc.
One decision we made was to supplement design
specifications with links to other resources (links to
implementation resources, code snippets, etc.) that would
help programmers implement design elements to spec.
We planned out which components, UI patterns, and style
guide elements we thought needed to be included. Once
we saw the breadth of the content, we then planned a few
releases of the style guide and prioritized the items so we
could get an initial version in the hands of developers as
soon as possible.
Then we set to work on assembling the guide, consulting
with developers as we had questions about implementation
about new components or patterns (to make sure we were
including items that could actually be built by developers).
A comprehensive draft version of the guide was then shared
with developers for final review. We then met to go over
last minute issues or concerns, and made revisions where
necessary before finalizing our first release.
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one challenge we ran into...
HSO/Accreditation Canada developers
implement design components
defined in our style guide using
the Angular Material toolkit. But as
they got exposed to more current
versions of the Angular Material design
toolkit, some began implementing
components that fell outside the
style guide specification. Several of
these were implemented with issues
related to accessibility, or had clumsy
interactions.
I finally ended up sitting down with
developers in October of 2017 to get
some feedback about the style guide.
I wished to find out what worked for
them, and what did not. It was by
consulting them that I learned they
had a few specific needs that weren’t
necessarily being met with our initial
release. Regular-scheduled check-ins
with the development team following
the initial rollout of the style guide
would have helped solve this problem.

result
The Visual Style Guide was released in the fall of 2016 along
with a major update rolled out in December, 2017 (with
additional UI patterns and components).
It’s helped HSO developers (as well development agencies
they collaborate with) speed up development, alleviate
some stress through reduced guesswork, and introduce
greater consistency to the user experience.
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artifacts

ABOVE: A map of required style guide components made
with developers when we began the project.

ABOVE: Logo usage specified in the finished style guide.
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Everything from colour swatches, typography and
UI elements to more complex patterns (i.e. login
screens, error handling, page headers, date and
time selection, etc.) went into our style guide.
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design with heart.
empower people.
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